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Abstract 
The report presents the specification, manufacture and qualification of the beryl-
lium specimens tobe irradiated in the BR2 reactor in Mol to investigate the effect 
of the neutron irradiation on the embrittlement as a function of temperature 
and beryllium oxide content. 
This work was been performed in the framewerk of the Nuclear Fusion Project of 
the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe and is supported by the European Union within 
the Europen Fusion Technology Program. 
Versuchsprogramm Beryllium Versprädung unter Bestrahlung 
Material und Proben Spezifikation, Fabrikation und Qualifizierung 
Zusammenfassung 
Der Bericht dokumentiert die Spezifizierung, Fabrikation und Qualifizierung der 
Berylliumproben, die im BR2 Reaktor Mol bestrahlt werden sollen, um die Wir-
kung einer Neutronenbestrahlung auf die Versprädung in Abhängigkeit von 
Temperatur und Berylliumoxidgehalt zu untersuchen. 
Die vorliegende Arbeit wurde im Rahmen des Projekts Kernfusion des For-
schungszentrums Karlsruhe durchgeführt und ist ein von der Europäischen Union 
geförderter Beitrag im Rahmen des Fusionstechnologieprogramms. 
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1. Introduction 
An investigation of the irradiation embrittlement characteristics of the more ductile and 
isotropic grades of beryllium currently manufactured by Brush Wellman using modern powder 
production and consolidation techniques is being undertaken as part ofthe European Long 
Term Fusion Technolobry Programme. This study is made in support ofthe development and 
evaluation ofberyllium as a neutron multiplier for the solid breeder blanket design concepts 
proposed for a DEMOfusion power reactor [1 ][2]. 
Several meetings and discussions to plan and agree the beryllium irradiation embrittlement/ 
test programme were held in the period December 1989 to December 1991 and are listed in 
Annex A; the background and technical specification of the programme, together with the 
number of specimens required, are summarised in Annex B. A Task Sheet (BSBE) [3) was 
prepared and agreed in principle by the FTSC(I) at its meeting held in Garehing on January 
30th. 1991. The programme was finally approved by the FTSC(I) in Brussels on July 3rd. 
1991, subject to resolution and agreement on the responsibilities and costs of the various parts 
of the programme; the latter were subsequently resolved as follows: 
Detailed specification and coordination of the programme by KfK, 
Gerrnany: 
Irradiations in the BR-2 reactor and testing and examinations ofthe 
specimens at the SCK/CEN Laboratory, Mol, Belgium (and including 
the cost of0.080 MECU for the KfK Resident Engineer at Mol): 
0.13 MECU 
1.26 MECU 
The following costs for the supply of the materials and specimens and for prelirninary tests by 
Brush WeHman were borne by KfK: 
Manufacture and qualification of materials and machining of specimens: 
[KfK Order No. 722/03755800/0104, 13:02:92; Brush WeHman Ref. 
EMC 957 and 958]. 
Supply of material, machining and preliminary fracture toughness tests 
on 2 Compact Tension (C-T) specimens (Material2,000 $;Tests 3,000 $): 




It was originally anticipated that the irradiation and testing programme could be completed in 
3.25 years after receipt ofthe specimens from Brush Wellman. 
The manufacture, qualification and certification of the beryHium and specimens supplied for 
the programme are described in this report. 
2. Material Manufacture 
The compositions and properties ofthe various grades ofberyllium produced by Brush 
Weilman have been publicised [4[. The specifications ofthe axial vacuum hot pressed (VHP) 
S-220-F and S-65 and direct hot isostatic pressed (HIP) S-200-FH and S-65-H structural 
grades selected for the present programme have also been documented [5 - 8] and are 
summarised in Table I. 
The beryllium was manufactured by the following powder production and consolidation 
processes [9][10]: 
( i) Powder Production 
The production of high quality beryllium powder entails the machining of chips from a vacuum 
melted and cast ingot followed by impact grinding. The chips and oversize powder particles 
are blasted by a high velocity stream of air onto a solid beryllium target; the chips break up on 
impact into small particles which are removed from the blast chamber by vacuum conveying 
and then screened. The blocky particles produced in this way have a less textured micro-
structure and more uniform properties in all directions than powder made by other techniques 
such as attrition grinding. 
(ii) Powder Consolidation 
The defect free impact ground beryllium powders were blended and consolidated as follows: 
(a) VHP 
The powder is poured into a vertical cylindrical graphite or meta! die and the powder column 
and the surrounding furnace interior thoroughly outgassed by gradually increasing the vacuum. 
Pressure is then applied axially from top and bottom rams and the temperature increased until 
the sintering temperature (typically, ~ 1030 C) is reached and a final density of> 99% of 
theoretical achieved. The beryllium powder is thus converted into cylindrical billets which are 
machined to remove the surface layers which have a high content of carbon or iron picked up 
from the dies. 
The product has a dense, fine - grained microstructure, thereby promoting high strength, and 
good machineability. However, the mechanical properties are generally anisotropic with those 
measured parallel to the pressing direction (longitudinal) being slightly inferior to those 
measured perpendicular to the pressing direction (transverse). 
(b) HIP 
The loose powder is vibratory loaded to a tap density of approximately 50% oftheoretical in 
a mild steel can and degassed under vacuum at a ma'Ximum temperature of 650 C. The 
container is sealed by welding and then simultaneously heated up to the sintering temperature 
of 1000 C and isostatically pressed using argon gas at a pressure of 103 MPa (15,000 psi) for 
about 3 hours in a pressure vessel; the mild steel can is finally removed in dilute nitric acid. 
Simple, fully sintered compact shapes made by this technique are almost 100 % uniformly 
dense and have minimal anisotropy in mechanical properties. 
(iii) Material Qualification and Certification 
The billets are machined and any surface defects revealed by dye penetrant tests are also 
skimmed off The final dimensions of the beryllium billets supplied for the this programme are 
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given in Table II. Thesematerials were qualified by chemical analysis, immersion density 
determination, tensile testing and X-ray radiography according to the specifications in Table I; 
the Brush Weilman test certificates are reproduced in Annex C whilst the analyses and 
densities, grain sizes and ambient temperature tensile properties of the four beryllium grades 
are summarised in Tables III and IV respectively. 
The materials met the quoted specifications except for the S-200-FH beryllium whose BeO 
content of 0. 9% was not in accord with the 1% min. originally specified. However, this 
material was accepted for the programme in view of the long Iead time required for its 
replacement. 
3. Specimen Manufacture and Qualification 
The SCK/CEN, Mol drawings ofthe tensile (F 1670B) and compact tension (C-T) fracture 
toughness (F 1669G) specimens finally adopted for this study are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 
respectively; the tensile specimen is a slightly shorter version ofthat advocated by Brush 
WeHman for testing ofberyllium whilst the disc C-T specimen is based on the ASTM standard 
for plane strain fracture toughness testing [ 11]. The samples for electron microcopy were in 
the form of3 mm (0.118 ± 0.001 in.) diameter and 0.15 mm (0.0059 ±0.0011 in.) thick 
discs. 
The blanks from which the specimens were subsequently machined were extracted from the 
billets by first sawing and then machining. The identifications of the individual tensile and C-T 
samples were maintained by vibro - etching a letter/number code (3 rnm high for the tensile 
and 4 mm high for the C-T) on the flat ends of the machined blanks. The numbers and 
identification ofthe tensile and C-T specimens are recorded in Table V; the EM discs were not 
individually identified but were designated as indicated in this table. The locations and 
orientations of the specimen blanks in the respective billets are shown in the Brush Weilman 
drawings reproduced in Annexes D, E, Fand G. * 
The tensile specimens were machined from the VHP cylindrical bars in the L orientation; it 
was also stipulated that the C-T specimens were to be machined in the L-R orientation [that is, 
with the diameter (D = 21.6 mm) parallel to the axial direction of pressing (L) and the crack 
propagation in the radial (R) direction] from the VHP billets as previous work by Brush 
Weilman had shown that this represented the worst case [12]. It was considered that the 
orientation of the specimens was not critical in the case of the more isotropic HIP billets. 
Nevertheless, for reproducibility, it was recommended that the tensile specimens should be 
machined with their lengths parallel to the long directions of the billets (L) and the C-T 
samples in the L(D)-T orientation [ where T is the thickness (rninor dimension)] from the HIP 
reetangular billets; however, it is not clear if this procedure was adhered to in all cases. 
The Brush Weilman recommended procedure for machining the beryllium tensile specimens 
has been documented [13]; the EM disc samples were produced by electrical discharge 
machining. The tensile and C-T specimens were etched by immersion in an agitated solution of 
* The rods designated PRO and PR 1 in the drawings were supplied for a companion 
programme to investigate the swelling ofberyllium following irradiation in the PHENIX 
reactor and were provided at no extra charge by Brush Wellman. 
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(by volume) 2% nitric acid, 2% sulphuric acid, 2% hydrofluoric acid and 94% deionised 
waterat 25 - 38 C [ 14]; this resulted in the removal of, typically, 0.2 mm (0.008 in.) from the 
surface and, thereby, eliminated any darnage and residual stresses resulting from the 
machining. 
The minimum thickness (B) of a plain sided specimen required to satisfy plane strain 
conditions is given by: 
where K,c is the tracture toughness and O"y is the tensile yield (0.2% proot) stress. 
Taking K lc = 11 1\fPa Jm (I 0 ksi Jil;) and O"y = 207 MPa (30 ksi) for vacuum hot pressed 
beryllium [15] gives B = 7 mm. 
This result led to the original choice of8 mm thick C-T specimens for this programme. Never-
theless, a minimum specimen thickness of 13 mm has been stipulated to avoid excessive non -
linearity in the elastic portion of the Ioad - displacement curve and for valid Linear Elastic 
Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) testing of VHP beryllium [ 16]. However, disc C-T specimens 
with thicknesses in excess of 8 rnrn could not be irradiated in the nurnbers required in the BR-2 
reactor without significant reductions in the neutron fluence of the samples located at the ends 
ofthe rig. 
The final machining of the disc C-T samples was consequently delayed pending the completion 
of prelirninary tests aimed at dernonstrating that valid fracture mechanics data could be 
obtained with the 8 mm thick beryllium specimens. Two, plain sided 8 mm thick disc C-T 
specirnens (SCK/CEN Drawing F 1669F) ofunirradiated beryllium (S-200-FH. HIP, Lot No. 
H0685, Specimens SN-1 and SN-2) were machined and tested. The tests were perforrned at 
the Materials & Mechanics Department, Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), San Antonio, 
Texas under sub- contract from Brush Wellman. The SwRI Report entitled: "Fracture 
Toughness Testing- KtK (Round) Specimens", (SwRI Project No. 06-4522-16I; KtK Order 
No. 722/03757110/ OI04; Brush Weilman Ref EMC 959-00I) is reproduced in Annex H. The 
fracture toughness K1c results from specirnens SN-I and SN-2 [9.90 and 9.89 MPafo (9.00 
and 8. 99 ksi Jtn) respectively were very consistent and the tests met the ASTM validity 
requirements [ 16]. 
The results ofthe X-ray examinations, carried out to ensure that the machined blanks, bars 
and/or specimens were free from internal cracks and defects, showed that all the components 
complied fully with the respective radiographic specifications (Table I). 
The tensile, C-T and EM specimens were despatched from Brush Weilman to SCK/CEN, Mol 
on 30: 10:92. 
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TableI 
Specitications ofBeryllium Grades 
Material S-200-F (Rev.A) 1 S-200-FH (Rev.B) S-65 (Rev.C) S-65-H 
VHP HIP VHP HIP 
Composition (wt.%) 
Be (min.) (1) 98.5 98.5 99.0 99.0 
BeO (max.) (2) 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 
Fe .. (3) 0.13 0.13 0.08 0.08 
c .. (4) 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.10 
Al .. (3) 0.10 0.10 0.06 0.06 
Mg .. (3) 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.06 
Si .. (3) 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
Other metallic elements 
(max.) (3) 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
Bulk Density (5)(6) 
% Theoretical (min.) 99.0 99.7 99.0 99.7 
Average Grain Size (7) 
(t.__m) < 20 < 12 <20 < 15 
Ambient Temp. Tensile 
Properties (8) 
Yield Stress (min.) (MPa) 241 297 207 207 
tu.T.S. .. .. 324 414 290 345 
!Elongation .. (%) 2.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 
Penetrant Inspection (9) 
Cracks not permissable. I I I I 
Pores: 
Individual pore on 
surface (mm). < 1.27 < 1.27 < 1.27 < 1.27 
Max. number of pores 
0.08-1.27 mm per 650 
mm ofsurface. 3 3 3 3 
Radiographie Inspect-
ion (10) 
Voids andlor inclusions 
shall conform to the 
following requirements: 
Max. dimension (mm) 
Type 1. 0.76 1.27 0.76 0.76 
Type 2. 0.76 I 0.76 
Max. av. dimension (mm) I I 
Type 1. 0.51 
i 0.76 0.51 0.51 I 
Type 2. 0.51 I 0.51 
Total combined vol./mm. I 
= sphere diameter (mm) 
Type 1. 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.27 
Type 2. 0.81 0.81 
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TableI (continued) 
Material S-200-F (Rev.A) S-200-FH (Rev.B) 
VHP 
Standard Machined 
Surface Finish ( 11) 
( m rms) (max.) 3.175 
Thermal Induced 
Porosity (TIP) 
Resistance ( 12) 
Max. reduction in 
density in TIP -
resistance test (%) 
(1) Difference (i.e. 100%- all other elements). 
(2) Leco Inert Gas Fusion. 
(3) DC Plasma Emission Spectrornetry. 




(5) Density determined using the water displacement method. 
(6) Theoretical density (TD) calculated using the formula: 
100 
TD (g.cm-3 ) 
[100-% Beü + % BeO] 
1.8477 3.009 




3.175 I 3.175 
- 0.20 
I 
(7) Determined in accordance with ASTM E-112 using the intercept method at a magnificat-
ion ofSOOx. 
(8) Determined as per ASTM E-8 and MAB- 205M. 
(9) Penetrant inspection performed as per MIL - STD - 6866 Type 1, Method B using 
penetrants and dry developer conforming to Mil - I - 25135 Type 1, Level 2, Method B, 
Form A. 
( 1 0) Radiographie inspection to a penetrameter sensitivity of 2 % performed in accordance 
with MIL- STD- 453. [Sensitivity ofthe inspection method decreases with increasing 
material thickness]. 
( 11) Employing ANSI I ASME B 46 .1. 




Material Lot No. Diameter Width ! Thickness Length 
I 
mm. (in.) mm. (in.) I mm. (in.) mm. (in.) 
S-200-F. VHP 4787 916 (36.063) - I - 1,117.6 ( 44.0) 
S-200-FH. HIP H0685 - 5o4.s (19.875) I 266.7 oo.5) 528.6 (20.813) 
S-65. VHP 4784 927.1 (36. 5) - i - 1,152.5 (45.375) 
I 
S-65-H. HIP H0349 - 279.4 (11.0) l 266.7 (10.5) 368.3 (14.5) 
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Table III 
Material Certification- Analyses ofBeryllium (wt.%) 
Material Items Lot Be Beü Fe c Al Mg Si Other Metallic 
No. Elements 
S-200-F. VHP 1&5 4787 98.9 1.2 0.10 0.12 0.05 0.02 0.03 <0.04 each 
S-200-FH. HIP 2&6 H0685 99.1 0.9 0.10 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.03 II 
S-65. VHP 3&7 4784 99.4 0.6 0.06 0.03 0.02 <0.01 0.03 II 
S-65-H. HIP 4&8 H0349 99.5 0.5 0.06 0.03 0.02 <0.01 0.02 II 
Table IV 
Material Certification- Densitv, Grain Size and Tensile Properties 
Density Average Yield U.T.S. Total 
Material Items Lot No. % Grain Size Direction Stress Elong. 
Theoretical m NIPa NIPa % 
S-200-F. VHP 1 & 5 4787 99.9 8.2 Long. 261.3 377.1 2.1 
Trans. 258.6 407.5 4.4 
S-200-FH. HIP 2&6 H0685 99.9 7.1 z 351.6 441.3 5.0 
S-65. VHP 3&7 4784 99.9 8.4 Long. 242.0 377.1 3.7 
Trans. 242.0 398.5 5.9 
S-65-H. HIP 4&8 H0349 99.8 6.6 X 342.0 509.5 4.8 




Material Brush Item Lot No. Specimen 
Weilman Type 
Order No. 
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( l) 3 mm diameter by 0. 15 mm thick. 
(2) Supplied for PHENIX irradiation - swelling programme. 
(3) see Fig. l. 





16 00- 09; RO- R5 
2 PRO; PR1 
40 00-09; RO-R9; 
SO-S9; TO-T9 
40 00-09; RO-R9; 
SO-S9; TO-T9 
16 UO-U9; WO-WS 
2 PRO; PR1 
40 UO-U9; WO-W9; 
YO-Y9; ZO-Z9 
40 UO-U9; WO-W9; 
YO-Y9; ZO-Z9 
16 AO-A9; BO-BS 
2 PRO; PRl 
40 AO-A9; BO-B9; 
EO-E9; HO-H9 
40 AO-A9; BO-B9; 
EO-E9; HO-H9 
16 10-19; KO-KS 
2 PRO; PR1 
40 I0-19; KO-K9; 
LO-L9; MO-M9 
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Preparatory Meetings I Discussions 
Number Date I 
I 
Location Notes Issued* 
1 06:12:89 Brush Weilman Ltd., Reading, U.K. December 1989 
2 24:04:90 .. .. .. .. .. April 1990 
3 14:05:90 Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Gennany May 1990 
4 25:05:90 I Brush Weilman Ltd., Reading, U.K. May 1990 
5 13:12:90 The NET Team, Garching, Gennany December 1990 
6 14:03:91 Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Gennany April 1991 
7 27:03:91 SCK/CEN, Mol, Belgium April 1991 
8 23:04:91 SBBEG, ENEA, Frascati, Italy May 1991 
9 10:09:91 SCK/CEN, Mol, Belgium September 1991 
10 09:10:91 Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Gennany October 1991 
11 22:10:91 Telephone Link with Dr J.M. Marder, Brush October 1991 
Wellman Engineered Materials, U.S.A. 
12 20:11:91 Clearwater, Florida, U.S.A. November 1991 
13 05:12:91 Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Gennany J anuary 1992 
* The Notes ofthe Meetingsare archived at the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. 
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Annex B 
Technical Specification of a Programme on the Irradiation- Induced Embrittlement 
of Beryllium 
1. Background 
Beryllium will be required as a neutron multiplier in the solid ceramic tritium breeding blanket 
designs being developed for a DEMO fusion power reactor if a breeding ratio in excess of 
unity is tobe attained [B 1 ][B2]. During service, the berylliumwill be exposed to energetic 
neutron bombardment resulting in the production of displacement darnage ( ~ 70 dpa) and the 
formation ofhelium (~ 1.6 x 104 appm) and tritium (~ 200 appm) by (n,2n) and secondary 
reactions respectively at temperatures up to about 600 C. 
In addition to being compatible with the breeding and structural materials in the blanket 
sectors, the beryllium will also have to be dimensionally stable (that is, resistant to irradiation -
induced helium gas driven and, possibly, void swelling), to retain the required degree of 
mechanical integrity and not suffer significant reduction in its initially high thermal 
conductivity und er the stresses imposed during normal operation and transients if the target 
fluence is tobe achieved in DEMO. Furthermore, cracking may occur ifthe embrittlement 
induced by irradiation is excessive, producing a dramatic decrease in the thermal conductivity 
and resulting in enhanced helium gas swelling and, possibly, disintegration ofthe material. 
A fairly extensive data base on the irradiation - induced swelling and embrittlement of 
berylliumwas generated during the 1950s and subsequent years; the data were obtained in 
programmes carried out in support of its use as a reflector and moderator in material test 
reactors operating at temperatures of around 100 C and to evaluate its potential for applicat-
ion as fuel element cladding in high temperature gas cooled nuclear power reactors. Most of 
the experiments were made on hot pressed blocks of relatively im pure beryllium which had 
low ductility and anisotropic properties; furthermore, the data were mainly obtained following 
irradiation at reactor ambient temperature and annealing or testing at higher temperatures and 
showed variable and extensive embrittlement and swelling. 
In the interim, significant improvements in the ductility and isotropy of beryllium have been 
made as a result of the development of new powder production and consolidation processes 
and meta! refining techniques. It is essential to determine the pre- and post-irradiation 
properties and behaviour ofthe various grades ofberyllium now produced so as to isolate the 
effects of the BeO content and other impurities, porosity, degree of anisotropy and processing 
parameters on the embrittlement and thereby enable the choice of beryllium grade for the 
DEMO breeding blanket sectors to be optimised. In addition, it is necessary to perform the 
irradiations and tests at high temperatures as the dimensional stability, mechanical properties 
and fracture behaviour are likely to be significantly different to those produced by annealing or 
testing at higher temperatures after exposure at (lower) reactor ambient temperatures. 
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Studies ofthe swelling ofberyllium following irradiation in the SILOE and PHENIX reactors 
have been implemented or are planned. This task description provides the technical specificat-
ion for a programme aimed primarily at investigating the high temperature irradiation -
induced embrittlement ofvarious grades ofberyllium currently produced and marketed. 
References 
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2. Irradiation Embrittlement I Test Programme Specification 
The investigation ofthe irradiation hardening and embrittlement ofberyllium will cover the 
items and conditions listed in TableB I. 
Table Bl 
Proposed Material, Irradiation and Test Programme Specification 
Materials Brush Weilman Structural Grades: 
S-65 (BeO = 0.7% max.) 
S-200-F (BeO = 1.5% max.) 
Powder Production Impact grinding. 
Powder Consolidation (i) Axial vacuum hot pressing (VHP). 
(ii) Direct hot isostatic pressing (HIP). 
Irradiation In a mixed spectrum MTR at temperatures of 200, 400 
and 600 C to a target neutron fluence of 1. 5 x 1 0 n. m 
(> 1 MeV). 
Testing Pre - irradiation, thermal control and post - irradiation 
immersion density at ambient temperature, tensile and 
fracture toughness tests at the irradiation and "stand-by" 
( coolant) temperatures; helium and tritium analyses of 
irradiated samples. 
Examinations Optical and electron microscopy (SEM and TE;\f) ofthe 
irutial and post - test structures, deformation and fracture 




The numbers oftensile, fracture toughness (compact tension) and electron rnicroscope (TEM) 
disc specimens of each grade of berylliurn required for the unirradiated, thermal control and 
irradiated tests are given in Table B2. 
Table B2 
Nurobers of Specimens 
Specimens S-200-F. S-200-FH. S-65. S-65-H. 
VHP HIP VHP HIP 
Tensile Unirradiated 8 8 8 8 
Thermal Control 12 12 12 12 
Irradiation 12 12 12 12 
Spares 8 8 8 8 
-- -- -- --
Total -W 40 40 40 
F racture T oughness Unirradiated 8 8 8 8 
Thermal Control 12 12 12 12 
Irradiated 12 12 12 12 




Total 40 40 40 40 
TEM Unirradiated 4 4 4 4 
Thermal Control 6 6 6 6 
Irradiated 6 6 6 6 
-- -- -- --









:ustnmer .A~rnfor:schungszentrum, Karlsruhe GMBH 
o· .
6 Postfach 3640 -· 




Itcm 1- Lot Ho. 4787, S1xteen (16) pcs. ßery111um Rod, 
.113 ±.OOlu d1a. x .0059 +.0011" long, S/H 00-09, RO-RS. 
Item 5 - Lot No. 4787, Two (2) pcs. Beryl11UL1 Rod 
.zzz• d1a. x 5.512• long, S/H PRO, PRl. . 
7\ 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION: (WT.%) MECHANICAL PRO~,S 
Element 4787 DIR. FTU FTY' f\~H: (Ksi) (Ksl) 
Be Q~l '.l ~ ·~ 8!!0 1 .2 Long. 54.7 2.1 
Fe iO Trans. 59.1 T-.. 3l.J 4.4 
c i? { ,_ 
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\ ~' .,... ~ '-J ..; ~" <:: ...."., .,. .. , D 1\ ., ( \ \ 
----f---1----!---'-:-h----IDENSITY 9ITI{e<:: AVG GRAIN SIZE: (M1crons) 
., ~ .. ·~..,. 
------~----+-----~~~~~~~--l~----~~-·1-~-q.9t~Theoretical ~"· ·~ "( .. 3.2 
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.·. ··>+ 
·:: .. . i ~.:..·: . 
.. . ; , .. 
RAQIOGRAPHIC INSP. PER 
" 




'!~er Elem. ea. ( 04 
Others 
Total 
14IL -STD-6866 :-:.~~~ · ;:·;: .• :;:.!: 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: ,,~,~ 
-X-ray Ho. H-5710, H-5716. 
.- -.'T 
his is to certify that the above material saUsfies the requirements of Specification see aboye 
'rawing --S:>JC::o~e~üu.b~ol-ll\l'r..t;e!..-- Purehase Order _ __:S:.J:M':c......Jlau..bwoLJ:Y..t:e __ and was removed from Pressing No. ;' ;;<~4787' ~~.· · 
~,:~:·/rr 
BRUSH WELLMAN INC. · :~·,~ ... , · ... 
... 0 ~- PHiarner ·. UALITY CONTROL · ·:!"":~:i .· r:·;>4--
cc: 








Cus!Omer: D Kernfo,·schung~zentrur:~, Karlstuhe GHBH 
Pos :fach 3o4D 






Specification: S- 200- F 
Rev. A, T )'Pe : . 
•• •'t.: ~- Lo·~ .lo. 4787, Fort; \4Ji ~es. Bery11JULl Fw1s:H1ächined Blank 
;:;er •:ra~·iilg Fl670B, S/ii w-u9, R0-.=\'3, SO-S9, TLl-B. 
~:.:.'f.l ~- L.,:;: ifo 4787, Fon.J (<+J; pcs Beryllium Finisil-Hacttined Blank 
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I ~'- I I 
'\. i() , I 
' : ,A~ <l!V.lN Sf.!:E. '~"""' 
I 8.2 I PEHETR.-VIT INSP PEP 
i ilol Tl _ CTn _;.,;.;,~ 
X- ray rw. n- 5897. H-5900. H- &7 20. 
I 
~-··j ___ _ 
T~is is to certify that the above material satisfies tfie requirements of Specification ----.....;.GMN-...lil~bo~ve~- ------
Drawing ---ss-eeee--a.a&bee-vv-ee---- Purehase Order ---!S~e~e!---..la,&BQ.QV~@~- and was removed from Pressing No. ------'~4+-l~oJ-7_ 
JW-11~ 1191 
BRUSH WELLMAN INC. R ;; . ·.]Cl rne ;· 
QUALITY CONTROL ' ' 
co· 





' .. Custorn~: ~ 'Kernf.orschungszentrum, Karl sruhe EiMBH Date: Uctober 3ü, .i :1:::12 
S.O.#: I:J.U:95.8 Postfach 3640, W-75üü Karl sruhe 1 
P.O.#: 722/0375~JOO/V~84 
Specification: S-200-f ll 
Material Description: Rev. B, Type 1 • 
i~cr.J 2- Lot No. HOci85, Sixteen (16) pcs. 8eryll1um /Iot .isosta~1c Pressed P.od 
.11(:) ±.vül" dia. x .uu~9 +.U011 11 long, S/ii UO-U9, ifü-115. 
~t.er.t 6- Lvt Ho. ii0685, Two (2) pcs. BerylliUG'! Hot isosta~ic Pressed Rod 
.~L2" dia. x 5.512~ long, S/N PRO, PRl. 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION: (WT. %) MECHANICAL PRO~S 
I FTU (~~ I\%E: Element IID685 DIR. (Ksi) 
Be 99.1 I ~ ~~ e.o .9 z 64.0 ~ 5.0 I Fe .10 I c .OB r~ ._ ·-
Al .04 
-- '.) ... ~-;.. I 
Mg .02 I ~- -~ .03 I f;·~ SI 
'\""' lJ l _i 4.' ~ I()<: ~ I -" I -/"'\.. ~ "' ~ 
' '\. :~~tical AVG GAAit-1 SIZE: (Micront) I ~- "-'" T' ~ 7.1 
,~ ...... ~ J 
I 
' 
~ ~OGAAPHIC INSP. PE:R PENETRANT INSP. PER 
" ' '"'-J HIL-STD-453 H1L-STD-OJ66 
_f ~ ADOmONAl. INFOAMATION-. 
4 .,7 Bat eh ~- = No. 
(Metallic) 
















fhis is to certify that the above material satisfies the requirements of Specification .... s..:e:ce___...aho........,y.._.e;...__ ________ _ 
::>rawing ---ll&i411M._.~lbo~vF.tie~- Purehase Order -~s.-ee ...... a~~-~bo...,...v...:e.__· _ and was removed from Pressing No. _._HQ{i.....,..iß"""'"'-S ___ _ 
IW-11S 1/91 
cc: 
Shipplng (3) Sales (1) File (1) 
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Kernforschungszentrum9 Karlsruhe GMSH 
Postfach 3640, W-7500 Karlsr·uhe 1 
Germany 
Date; Oe tobe r 30, ~ 99 2 
s.O.#: EHC957 
P.O.It: 722/03755800/0104 
Speciflcation; S-2oo-F H 
Material ~ription: Rev. 8. Type I. 
It~ 2 - Lot No. 110685, Forty (40) pcs. Beryllium HlP'D Finish Mach1ned Blank, 
per drawing Fl6708, S/N ZU-Z9, YO-Y9, WO-k~. UO-U~. ~ 
IteQ 6- Lot No. H0685, Forty (40) pcs. Beryllium H1P 1 D Finish Machined Blan~~ 
per drawing F1669F, S/N UO-U9. WO-W9, YO- Y9, ZG-l9. «/ 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION: 
(WT. '*'' MECHANICAL PR~ 
FTU (~), r\~e~ I Elemoot. 00685 DIA. (Ksi) I 
Be 99.1 GJ ,." I 8oO .9 z ()4.0 5.0 Fe .10 r I . c .08 ..... 
"" Al • 04 -~ ~ I M9 .02 \>'' I Si .03 
·"'-( I ~ \ 
-~· 
'"-J 















-..OOOAPHIC IHSP. PS'! ~INSP. PS'! 
.. 
' ' !'-' . ·~:.. Hll-Sl"D-453 Mit.-STD-6866 II' '- . AOOITIOKAliNFORMATIOH: 
8atch V No. 
(MNIIIC) .. . 
Otl'ler Elem. 811. <.04 1-ray No. H-5896, H-5707 • H-5~. 
Others 
Total 
This is to certlfy that the above material satisfiea tne requirements of Specifieation _....see-....J&bqye-~---------­
Drawing see above Purehase Order s.ee above · and was removed from Preasing No. _..uH068XXI'o<.ll5'-----
IW-115 1/'llt 
cc: 
Shipping File (1) 
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cu~om~ • Kemforscilungszentrum, Kat·l srune Gi1BH 
Pos~fach 3640 
li-15vtJ 1\at•l s ruhe 
Ge li··lclny 
Material Description: 
: ·.er.l 3 - Lot :Jo. 47J4, Sixteeo ( 16) pcs. Beryllium Rod 
.i:H t.JOL~ dla. X .u05Y ~.0Ull" long, SI~ Aü-A9, dU-85. 
::erJ 7- Lot No. 47()4, Two \2) pcs. 2.er·yliiur.l Rod 
,ici" dia. x S.~l2H long, S/N PRO, PR!. 
. - r~ :_: 






CHEMICAL COMPOSITION: (WT.%) MECHANICAL PR0~]_~ 
FTY 1\~e:· ' Element DIA. FTU I 4/34 (Ksi) (Kai)' I 
. 
Be ~'=1.4 I'~ ~ 
BeO .6 Long. 54.7 '~ 3.7 Fe • 06 Trans. 57 .ü ,c .... 5.9 










"".A ~'( I \ ~ y \ 
' 





lo <: .. .,...:,.:-:. . .. ) ;., I "'\.A J -
-
'''\. 
"\. ;'~~t1cal AVG GRAIN SirE: (Mioronot "\.. ,. ~ "'lo. 8.4 
,-...... 1,; 
'· 
~ ~~OGFV.PHIC INSP. PER PENETRANT INSP. PER ~ \ 
~.' HIL-STD-453 HIL-ST0-6366 
.. "'~ AOOITIONAL INFORMATION: ,, 
Bat eh 't"" No. ::.~ 
(Metallic) 




BRUS W LLMAN INC. ' ' "' ''- · 
BW-115 1/'91 QUALITY CONTAOL 
cc: 
Shipping (3) Safes (1) File (1) 
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Customer: .. Kernforschungszen·~,·ur.J, Karlst11ne Gloll 
Po::-cfa..,;h j1)4U 
Date: Octooer 30, ~:JY2 
S.O.#: EHC957 
;:-7 :iuU Karl sruhe 
\.ler·i.ldnJ 
P.O.#: 7'2.2/037~50Jv/i;:u .... 
Specification: S- G 5 
Matertal Descriptlon: 
L·~e>''J J- Lo~ ;w. 4-7;,;,4, 1-or·-cy \4-0) Pc~. Jer'.til;u::i Finish-l·lacnined 
per C:ra\il ng f ;.u/ JiJ. ::1/.; ;il.i-il~, Cv-E:f, GJ-ib, "J-A9. 
ltem 7- Lu<. tlo. 4704, Fon.; \4J) p..:s. Geryil1uro f~:-iistl-Hachined 






b ' {' 
.- ...... 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION· (WT %) MECHANICAL PR~ 
,. 
Element 4784 DIR. FTU (~, [\~HL" (Ksi) 
e.. ~!1.4 I ~ ~ BeO • o Loog • 54.7 ~ 3.7 Fe • Oti Trans . 57.8 5.::) l ·. u~ c • .J .. ..... 
·"'-
l)'' , ... J ;~ .. Al . {. 
r r I M9 <. i.ll ·~~~- -~-7"· I Si .J3 ... A, 
'\ 
'- '\.' ~ --,.~, I '..) I !· <~ 
_.lo_ ..... "t.;.. D I 
' 
~ r"' . ..,~ -........ !( 
' 
\ l 
\. OENSIT'(.,;.~ec: ~- AVG GRAIN SIZE: iMicrono) 
''\.111' k~ ~eoret i ca 1 '~ lilo.. 8.4 ~~ 
'ji 
'\.. ~ 
"'!!OGI'IAPHIC INSP. PER PENETRANT 1~ PER 
·~ 1 
" 




Bat eh I<-.. ) .. No. "·-i-.'-"'" 
(Metallic) I 





This is to certi~~a~~v~ve material saUsfies the r~~i~e'Hf>'b~Eff Specification 0 .. 
L:lrawing Purehase Order and was removed from Pressing No. ------
IW-115 1/lll 
cc: 
Shipping (3) Sales (1) File (1) 
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Cu!\lomer: • • ~rnfOI'Schungszentrufil, Karl sruhe Gv.BH Date: Octoi>er 30, U92 
S.O.#: EMC958 • ~os~fach 3640 




Specification: S-65, Rev. ..:: 
itern 4- L..o~ i•o. du34~. Jix·~aen (io) pc;s. 5eryl1iUül Hot 
.iL8 ~.OUl" dia. X .UOS~ +.Jüil~ long, S/N I0-19, KO-KS. 
t :>- i.iS-ti ma te :-i a 1 ) 
rsostatic Pressed Ro~ ~ 
,.)o ... 
~~ \:· .. i~eJ;J o- Lot tlo. HU34Y, T110 (2V) pcs. Berylli~Mii Hot isost.Qtk p,·~ssed 
• 222" d1a. x S.Sl;c" long, S/N PRO, PIU. , 
Rod, "'-. _, ("" ' .. 
~-~ 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION: (WT.%) MECHANICAL PRtf~~ 
Element DIR. FTtJ (~, \%ELh li0349 (Ksi) 
Be 99.5 ~ ,.", 8110 • 5 X 73.9 4.8 H! .Uti 7 ll.r 3.6 .. I c .03 ...... A 
Al .02 
I 
._. ~ I §"'·· I <.Ol .. ! Mg ~ 
. '4 ~ Si .02 I I \ I 




_ff I I"''. ~ I l '' I i ~ 
' ~~- /AYG GAAIN SIZE. (MierOile) '~ ~ lila. (}9· Tlleoretical 6.6 
'~ ~ 
" 
\ I~IOGAAPHIC INS!'. PER PENETFIAN':' I"'SP PER 
•\j 
'\ 
'-" HIL -STD-45.3 MU-STD-6866 f''- AOOmOIU.LINFOIIMATION: 
Ba Ich \ _ _J-
No. 
(Metallic) 
Other Eiern. ea. <.04 X-ray Ho. H-5708. H-5705. 
Oth<lni 
Total 
This is to certify that the above material satisfies the requirements of Specification -44$.MM--ti~DQ~V"Qe~----------
Drawing see above Purehase Order see above · and was removed from Pressing No. HU349 
IW-115 1/91 
cc: 





eustomer. • Kernforschungszen tna, tarl sruhe aH Date: Oe tober 30, 1992 
Postfach J640 S.OJI: EMC9S] 
tt=7S...I"'{) l'.::-l~nme 1 P.0.#:722/037S5800/0l04 
Gel"'MDy Speciflcation: s-65, ttev. C 
Material De&cnption: ( S-65-H uterfa 1} 
lt.ea 4- Lot Uo. HOJ-49, Forty (40) pc.s. ilcer,yl11U11 HIP'D F1nished M.acil1ned BlanK, 
per draw1ng flt)7~. S/N 10-19. t.O-K9. LO-L9, :40-M9. () 
IteN 8- Lot No. H0349o Forty (40) pcs. Beryllium HIP'O FinisRed Machined B1an 
per dra...-ing Fl66-9F, S/M 1()..19, KG=K9, LD-~. ~. 
CHEMtCAL COMPOSITJOfoe (WT. ~) 
Batet> 
NO. 






Shlpping (3) Sales (1) Fik! (1) 
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Annex D 
Layout ofMachined Specimen Blanks in S-200-F VHP Billet- Lot No. 4787 
Fig. No. Brush Weilman Date Brush Weilman Item Specimens and Comments 
Drawing No. Ref. No. Identification 
D1 194787W 20:04:92 EMC 958 1 EM Discs (A) 
00-09; RO-R5 
5 PRO; PR1 
















1.0. [2) PCS. MARKED 
PRO & PR1 W I W.O. C -9585-01 
& S IN AS SHOWN 
C -9515-01 SI N SO THRU S9 & TO THRU T9 
RTS 
W.O. C -9571-01 
& SI N'S AS SHOWN _......./ 
TYP. [40) PCS. 
S41 S3 I S2 





SAW [1) PC. MARKED ''A" TO .812 LG. & 1.0. AS W.O. C -9581-01 
& SI N'S 00 THRU 09 & RO THRU R5 
FIG. 01 
RTS 
MAINTAIN •'L'' Dll<.~c.TiO/.J ON 
BvTH END~ OF (Z) BA!<.s f'ol" 
'N. 0. (·9575-0I 











IDENTIFY 140) PCS. 
W I W.O. C -9571-90 




SHT 1 OF 1 
AnnexE 
Lavout ofMachined Specimen Blanks in S-200-FH HIP Billet- Lot No. H068S 
Fig. No. Brush Weilman Date Brush Weilman Item Specimens and Comments 
Drawing No. Ref. No. Identification 
EI 19H068S6(1/4) 16:04:92 EMC 9S7 2 Tensile Discarded 
UO-U9;WO-W9; 
YO-Y9; ZO-Z9 
19H068S6(2/4) 16:04:92 EMC 9S7 6 C-T 
UO-U9;WO-W9; 
YO-Y9; ZO-Z9 
19H068S6(3/4) 16:04:92 EMC 9S8 6 PRO; PRI· 
19H068S6( 4/4) 16:04:92 EMC 9S8 2 EM Discs (A) 
UO-U9; WO-WS 
EMC 9S9-00I C-T Preliminary 
SN-1; SN-2 Fracture 
Toughness 
Tests 
E2 l9H068S7 IS:OS:92 EMC 9S7 2 Tensile Discarded 
U9; Y3, YS, 
Y6, Y9 
E3 19H068S8 20:0S:92 EMC 9S7 2 Tensile Discarded 
YS 
E4 19H06859 06:07:92 EMC 957 2 Tensile Replacements 
UO-U9;WO-W9; 
YO-Y9; ZO-Z9 







SEE SHEET 3 
r ": 
SEE SHEET 2 
IDENTIFY THESE 140) BARS AS: 
W.O. C-9572-01 & S/N AS SHOWN 
SHT 1 OF 4 
111' 





2.500Ls 11 I I ! ~ ,~'~ I I f .. ,~~ ~ / 




hENTIFY THESE 171 PCS. AS W.O. C -9576-01 & 
A= UO THRU US 
B= U6 THRU U9 & WO & W1 
C= W2 THRU Wr 
0= WB & W9 & YO THRU Y3 
E= Y4 THRU Y9 
F= ZO THRU ZS 
G= Z6 THRU Z9 
FIG. E1 (ii) 
5.21! 
/lf'" 








~ m\;\ !?T5 • ~ mL PRO ' ~) \ PR1 -t1 .\ 
t /•- r·- ~I nz""' ' ~_[L______________ .978;.. 
I ~ I 
L.._ ___ 5.815 
REF 
FIG. E1 (iii) 









CAl.E Bll ~~~ 4-16-92 
IIR. 6. WlmR p:eT. 1ft BID 
111' 




IDENTIFY THIS PC. AS W.O. C -9582-01 & 
_978 ~ S / N UO THRU U9 & WO THRU WS l\ \ ' ~~ 
r -~~ LL 
Ltmj 
IIIJ 
"- W.O. C-9591-90 
=·/~I 1 -~I 
\_RUSH 1111 
FIG. E1 (iv) 
SHT 4 OF 4 





- IIEWIII DIC. El.Jti:R::,li!IO 43414 
PREP 
tlCALE RU (~TE 4--16-92 IM. . 6.11tmR. JEl'T. IR Bit 
IY 





- I 0 [5) PCS. W / W.O. C -9572-90 
. i s / N AS SHOWN. 
Y9 Y6 Y5 I I 
l__L._L_.L....-.Lii I\ \J .56z 
RTS J-ij 1 \ )v 
I , 
~- --. ~ 
.56Z-P1.S. I TYP. 151 
















• lf'9 911 
IIT 










IDENTIFY 140) PCS. 
'w /W.O. C-9572-90 
& SI N AS SHOWN. 








II I I I I !! t ~1 ... il1z~~ 





THESE 1ft P.E.L. BARS 
WILL BE A-8386-01 
FIG. ES 
SHT 1 OF 1 
~ I • 
-~DIC. 
Annex F 
Layout ofMachined Specimen Blanks in S-65 VHP Billet- Lot No. 4784 
Fig. No. Brush Weilman Date Brush Weilman Item Specimens and Comments 
DrawingNo. Ref. No. Identification 
F1 1947842 22:04:92 EMC 958 3 EM Discs (A) 
AO-A9; BO-BS 
7 PRO; PRl 






F2 1947848 06:07:92 EMC 957 3 Tensile Replacements. 
AO-A9; BO-B9; E6 and H8 
EO-E9; HO-H9 Discarded 











C-9577-01 SIN AO THRU A9 & 80 THRU 88 
t---------1.500 ""! 
11 ST CUT F \j [-9517-01 S/N B9 : EO THRU [9 & HO THRU HS 
\j A C-9517-01 A1 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 I AO 
"""' SIN H6 THRU 85· 84 83'· 82, 81 80 A9 1"' ~ '\ H9 
m 1 1·, E3 E2 E1 EO 89 88 E7 Q;• 
C -9583-01 & SI N _j 
AO THRU A9 & 80 
H1 !HO 
H9 I HB 
E1 E6 ES 




IOENTIFY !401 PCS. AS 
W.O. C -9513-01 & SI N AS 
SHOWN 





..-- = C> I 
I r-
r- = 








NOTE SEQUENCE OF CUTS 00 
MAINTI>.IN "L" DIR~C.TloN 
ON ßon1 END!> OF (2) BAR~ 
FoR W. 0. C-9577-01 
SAW THESE !2) PCS. TO 
.562 TH!CK 







!'"'u[W·Jrv '' 0' PC' ___ _; I 11111 I t'f J ...J. 
W /W.O. C-9573-90 
& S I N AS SHOWN. 






























Layout of Machined Specimen Blanks in S-65-H HIP Billet - Lot No. H0349 
Fig. No. Brush Weilman Date Brush Weilman 1tem Specimens and Comments 
Drawing No. Ref. No. 1dentification 
GI 19H0349A( 1/2) 21:04:92 EMC 958 4 EM Discs (A) 
10-19; KO-KS 
EMC 957 4 Tensile Discarded 
I0-19; KO-K9; 
LO-L9; MO-M9 
G2 19H0349A(2/2) 21:04:92 EMC 958 8 PRO; PR! 
EMC 957 8 C-T 
10-19; KO-K9; 
LO-L9; MO-M9 
G3 19H0349C 13:05:92 EMC 957 4 Tensile Replacement. 
L8 Discarded 
G4 19H0349D 06:07:92 EMC 957 4 Tensile Replacements. 
10-19; KO-K9; I3 and M3 
LO-L9; MO-M9 Discarded 
G5 19H0349E 10:09:92 EMC 957 4 Tensile Replacement 
13 







~ A Ll Kl K1 I KO I 19 18 I 17 
RTS 
L .562 1688 ------IOof 
REF 
IDENTIFY [1) PC. MARKED ''A" AS W.O. C -9584-01 
& SI N IO THRU 19 & KO THRU K5 
RTS 
FIG. G1 
IDENTIFY (40) PCS. AS W.O. C9574-01 
& S/N AS SHOWN 
SHT 1 OF 2 





.!::> r~ . 
z~ 1-(____til m 11 I k 







""- IDENTIFY 12) PCS. MARKED PRO & PR1 AS C-9588-01 






I Iw j· '"'·19H0349A 
1500~ \ID 
r t .562 
R 
T 
-!::> I 'l~ RTS s V1 
~- W.O. C -9574-90 
SI N lS 
I .562 __J 
I 
I 





1«1.1 DATE I ~8ICJI I BY 
iflw:. t l/J2 JIUSif NEWIAJI IICC. 
.)()()( t .IIJB 
AN3I.f ••• 31' ai1ME, CJiiO 4341i. 
Flllllll PREP 
FIG. G3 --~----
~ R.U DA TE S-13-92 
---- -~-
IJI. (i. WIITER ~- I'Ri ENG. -








!lU K6 KJIKBIK9 LO L1 L2 IL3 
LB I L9 L ULS IL6 IL7 V 1M3 IH4 IHS MO I H1 ~___1/ M6 I H7 HSIH9 /t••l ~. 
/ l~ 
LIDENTIFY (40) PCS. . lU 
W I W.O. C -9574-90 
& SI N AS SHOWN. 
FIG. G4 
SHT 1 OF 1 
•I DllE .._ llf 
.lOO( +I- .SJ B.JIIE,CI!IO 434U t>-<· •I-~ -..... ... I 
::.t J-31 PREP 
ICAI.E Al DillE 1+97 







:'IC // \ 
"'/ REF 
fiG. GS 
THIS IS A REPLACEMENT PART 
FOR W.O. C -9574-90 
MAINT AIN S IN 




'L'XJ2 I lU. / 
v"" /), 
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Southwest Research Institute Report ( SwRI Project No. 06-4522-161) 









W-7500 Karlsruhe 1, Germany 
P.O.#: 7 22/037 57110/0104 
Specification: 
Material Description: Item 1: Lot No. H0685, Two ( 2) pcs. per 
DWG: Fl669E, S/N 1-2. 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION: (WT.%) MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
Element DIR. i FTU FTY i 
I (Ksi) (Ksi) % EL 
' 
<e ! ! 
... eo i ! 
Fe : 
c I I 
Al I I I 















DENSITY gm•CC AVG GRAIN SIZE (M1crons 
-






' Fracture Toughness Test Results: No. I i 
I Metallic) 
I 
S/N ksi v'"in 





Total I i 
' I 
' 
Tn1s is to certify that the above material satisfies the requirements of Specification ----------------
Drawing see above Purehase Order see above and was removed from Pressing Ne. _H-'-06_8_5 ___ _ 
BW-115 1/91 
cc: 
Shipp1ng (3) Sales (1) File (1) 
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FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TEST REPORT 
GENERAL TEST INFORMATION 
- B(J. ( ~'~""'s\ \JJe\\ ""'~II\) otü-4;z..2...-l<D \ MATERIAL PROGRAM 
7(.. 4'0 '5 t~ • 'l.. ..,, ,71'H- \)\~ I .)4= 
TE:?1Ps~F) ,<o R.H.(%) 4C.. ~ 1-.1- \ DATE ~ lz.1 /"1'1. BY :lU. j~ 
' 
NOTES: f)IJ f' I <.,~q g_ H L · # Ho El CC·S 'P 1<: l.. ... <;\~JI.'f ~'\\ c .. "1 '4 4c."' 
SUMMARY OF TEST REPORT 
SPEC. I.D. NO. s}.J ... 1 Sr-J ... '?--
ORTENTATION CODE 
~9 (K SI VIN) CJ,oo !. 9g 
KIC (K.,':'I {IN) (\.DC 8,gq I 
' 








_g-r ~-~r-~~, 2H D···u· *· -; ·- . j_ ~W-1 -t e r- 1...------ -·- J } 
SPECIMEN I.D. NO. 5N·l. SJJ- z. 
31.5 .. .) IY5 B 
w .03a7 ,(;.3D. 
K: "b ,i;. ~\'a.,... /z "tf Q b I .Lj')..6'/ 
~H l> i o-~ ete-"' :, 1?'5 ~;)..._ . g§a-6 I 
page 1 of 4 
52 
FATIGUE PRE-CRACK SUMMARY F~""" /.Jo ~ 
MAX LOAD CYCLES CRACK LENGTHS 
STAGE SPECIMEN I.D. (KIPS) ,, SIDE 1 SIDE 2 
SN ~ , + .rz. - • 7..1f- jQO, Jw J 0 0 
.I) - .') ;J ~0 Oo •) , 01 '0 . O~J ~ ,''{ e 
I . ( :_. - .fl..7 5 g'.ilf;J..I\ 017 {)C)7 1 ll -.~-,.s '1.00 ~:>c.) ~na ' () 1.3 •. 
-r,Q: -.~o ':J 'l?> "'~ . 0 '1 3 .a~~ 
-r.:l.. ..... oQ. t ga. Jov . u 'I~ , 0 ~ ~ 
-r. Q~ + ö~'L 8.0::::>· 00:.) < QL/6_ ,O'J..3 
1I .z.:.C: ...;;. .') 'l.. 4. .:::< ::J o,oov .a ~:..:. r o~') 
SN-'(-). "T"',Q_ 
-·SO ;;}, 1 '51.o~ o .o1_a .Qf.,/ 
5 rv- 1 -+.~ -. ~ 11) 7'1 9 , a ':2.. , O'JS 
1li. tepv--\"'1 !'12000 OS~ ,oss ffj),oo) ' 0 :::. y .067 
~ :)C,. ~') ~ 0 70 . 0 75 
FINAL CRACK LENGTH MEASUREMENTS 
SPECIMEN I.D. j;-.J-, s 1\.J- 2 
SIDE 1 ( S-1) • .....,.,:; i] ':::...... 
-soS 
SIDE 2 (S-2) ,'1._ \b"? .Zl\"1-
!a-QP-1 . :. 04 . ·~O"Z..<.. 
-4.-CENTER .'l.o"' . :, o?.. "::1 
a.-OP-2 -~\ 'Z,1.. ,...,(!>(... . 
a. AVG FROM 
IQP-1+<::-1-Q?-2 .~ou . ~od-'+' 
3 
KIC TEST INFORMATION 
SPECIMEN I.D. $ J..J- I JI.J-'2. 
~VG a/w . 'i s 5 (., . 4-'ö 0 
f (a/w) '1.'11<04- 9. S-4-C:.~ 
P~ (kips) , ;;i.'Y.< .'2."'3S 
Prnax (kips) . ;< ~ ')._ .z;.s 
'{ )~-77'? 3 g,. 2.4-lt ~~ 
i \ 
Page 2 of 4 
53 
c VALIDm CHECK LIST 
-
ITEM SPECIMEN I.D. 51-J·' }10 /2. 
Km.ax FA'l'. < 0.6 KQ _ /'lo~ ll:-9f1L-\C ~SLt I ;;::. ?;p~ ":! 11,.:::,"""' 
IV 




KJna?c FATIE (.002 in.~ 
.oOO\fS .ocx::>\l Kmax FAT/E 
VALID 7 y. y 
AVG a/w BETWEEN 
(_ 0.45 &. o.ss 
AVG. a/w . 4<?lb .4ßG 
VALID 7 
y y 
S -l eS. S-2/ 0.85& AVG t I 
D 
a SIDE 1 . :,o'2.. '?o~ I 
I 
a SIDE 2 '~\1 • -z. ot S"' 
85% of a AVG • ?. b \ . 2 -c;( 
I y_ •I VALID 7 
.. 
MAX DIFF. OF ANY 2 
OF QP-1, CENTER OR 
E. OP-Z MEA.S ( 0 10 a AVG 
i 
MAXIMUM DIFF~CE I i .ool . 0 Cl.\ 
10% OF a AVG .oc.<.... .o--z.l. I 
VALID 1 y y I 
LOAD RATE BE'I'WEEN [~q9- ::ro l~n"e. e:, "' t Be A~ fl11 ~ 
r 3o &.. 1so K.SI~ m!MIN .s (., ';,JQ.. "..,.... .S N/ f) I<.< I VT~ Yrn ··v 
LOAD RATE (KSI "INMIN) ~.l q.~ I 
I '-./ I I I I I I IJA.L !D ? \. I 
54 
~C VALIDITY CHECK LIST (CO!IT.) 
ITEM SPECIMEN I.D. 5 N- :l. .nJ-7... 
a 6.. ~ >2.5 (KQ/Y.S.) 2 
a AVG .""301 ."3D"2... 
(r B .~\CJ ,.,,c:, 
YIELD STRESS (KSI) 5\. s 5'1·5 




Pmax/~ < 1.1 
,, 
,, H Pmax/FQ \.oo l· O'D 
!{-i.l 
VALID ? "< I 
Kmax FAT'fl. Lo.6 I 
I (Y .S"T11Y .s.T2) K~2 ~A NA 
VALID ? 
CALC. VALUE OF »a. (KSI ."..-rm ~00 g,qq. 
DOES KQ = KIC ? -y y 
IF NO - WHAT ITEM( S) ARE 
--
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